I. INTRODUCTION
The main motivation for the experiments studies on relativistic nucleus-nucleus (A+A) collisions is to create and study strongly interacting matter. Experimental and theoretical investigations of event-by-event (e-by-e) fluctuations in A+A collisions produce new information about its properties. E-by-e fluctuations can be also an important tool for localizing the phase boundary and the critical point of the QCD matter. In particular, significant increase of transverse momentum and multiplicity fluctuations are expected in a vicinity of the critical point [1] .
One can probe different regions of the phase diagram by varying the collision energy and the size of colliding nuclei [2] . A possibility to observe signatures of the critical point inspired the energy and system size scan program of the NA61/SHINE Collaboration at the CERN Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS) [3] and the low energy scan program of the STAR and PHENIX Collaborations at the Brookhaven National Laboratory's Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (BNL RHIC) [4] . In these studies one measures and then compares the e-by-e fluctuations in collisions of different nuclei at different collision energies. The average sizes of created physical systems and their e-by-e fluctuations are expected to be rather different [5] . This strongly affects the observed hadron fluctuations, and consequently the measured quantities do not describe local physical properties of the system but rather reflect the system size fluctuations. For instance, A+A collisions with different centralities may produce a system with approximately the same local properties (e.g., the same temperature and baryonic chemical potential) but with the volume changing significantly from interaction to interaction. Note that in high energy collisions the average volume of created matter and its variations from collision to collision are usually out of experimental control, i.e. the volume variations are difficult or even impossible to measure. Therefore, a suitable choice of statistical tools for the study of e-by-e fluctuations is really important.
In statistical mechanics, an extensive quantity is proportional to the system volume V , whereas an intensive one has fixed finite value in the thermodynamical limit V → ∞. Intensive quantities are used to describe local properties of a physical system. In particular, the equation of state of the matter is usually formulated in terms of intensive physical quantities, e.g., the pressure is considered as a function of temperature and chemical potentials.
The strongly intensive quantities have been introduced in Ref. [6] . Within the grand canon- recently within the ultra-relativistic quantum molecular dynamics (UrQMD) simulations in
Ref. [7] . The measures ∆[A, B] and Σ[A, B] in the case of two hadron multiplicities A and B were considered within the hadron-string dynamics (HSD) transport model in Ref. [8] . To simplify notations we sometimes use X = P T and x i = p (i)
T . Note that our consideration is valid also for other motional variables X, e.g., the system energy X = E = 1 + · · · + N . The strongly intensive measure ∆[X, N ] and Σ[X, N ] are defined as [6] :
where
are the scaled variances for X and N fluctuations, and C ∆ and C Σ are normalization factors.
The notation . . . represents the e-by-e averaging.
The first strongly intensive measure of fluctuations, the so-called Φ measure, was introduced a long time ago in Ref. [9] . There were many attempts to use the Φ measure in the data analysis [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] and in theoretical models [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] . In general, Φ is a dimensional quantity and it does not assume a characteristic scale for a quantitative analysis of e-by-e fluctuations for different observables. Note that the latter properties were clearly disturbing.
In the recent paper [33] special normalization has been proposed for the ∆ and Σ fluctuation measures. It is used in the present study and ensures that measures (1) and (2) are dimensionless and yields a common scale required for a quantitative comparison of the e-by-e fluctuations.
This normalization has been already used for the ∆[P T , N ] and Σ[P T , N ] measures using the transport model of A+A collisions in Ref. [33] and for the ideal quantum gases within the grand canonical ensemble formulation [34] . Note that the NA61 Collaboration has already started to use the strongly intensive measures to study e-by-e fluctuations in A+A collisions [35] .
In the present paper several phenomenological models of hadron production are suggested and studied using the Monte Carlo (MC) simulations (the so-called fast generators). Analytical solutions for the proposed models are also presented and analyzed. These studies are helpful to elucidate properties of the ∆[P T , N ] and Σ[P T , N ] measures. A search for possible signals for the phase transition and critical point in A+A collisions is outside of the scope of our paper. To achieve this goal one first needs to formulate suitable dynamical models for these phenomena.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we introduce two reference models. The first model is the independent particle model within which we calculate the normalization factors Sec. IV the MC simulations and analytical consideration are used for the models where single particle momentum spectra are dependent on the number of the produced particles. In Sec. V results of statistical and transport models are presented. Using the UrQMD simulations we study effects of the centrality selection and limited detector acceptance and efficiency in A+A collisions. A summary in Sec. VI closes the article.
II. REFERENCE MODELS
In this section two simple models of particle production are presented. The first one is the independent particle model (IPM) which is used as a reference model to fix the normalization of the strongly intensive measures ∆ and Σ. Namely, properly normalized strongly intensive quantities assume the value one for the fluctuations given by the IPM. has been proposed. In this subsection we present its derivation when A is an extensive variable A = X presented as a sum of single particle terms
(e.g., the system energy E or transverse momentum P T ) and B = N is the number of particles.
Inter-particle correlations are absent in the IPM, i.e. the probability of any multi-particle state is a product of probability distributions F (x j ) of single-particle variables x j , and these probability distributions are the same for all j = 1, . . . , N and independent of the number of particles N :
where P(N ) is an arbitrary multiplicity distribution of particles. The functions entering Eq. (5) satisfy the normalization conditions:
The averaging procedure for k th moments of any multiparticle observable A reads:
For the first and second moments of X and N one obtains:
Note that the overline denotes averaging over single particle inclusive distribution, whereas . . . represents event averaging over multiparticle states of the system, e.g., e-by-e averaging over hadrons detected in A+A collisions.
Using Eq. (8), one finds
and finally,
The requirement that
for the IPM leads thus to the normalization factors
The normalization factors (15) are suggested to be used both in theoretical models and for the data analysis (see Ref. [33] for further details of the normalization procedure).
According to the current classification the Φ measure [9] belongs to the Σ family [6] . It can be calculated as
The representation of X with Eq. (4) as the sum of single particle variables x i is an evident feature of the IPM. Thus, one needs such a representation to calculate the normalization factors C ∆ and C Σ . Such a representation of the extensive motional variable is, however, not necessarily needed for the e-by-e measurements. For example, the system energy E (or transverse momentum P T ) can be measured by a calorimeter without determining individual single particle contributions.
It was proven [33] that the IPM relation (14) 
B. Model of Independent Sources
In this subsection we consider a model of independent sources (MIS) for multi-particle production. In this model the number of sources, N S , changes from event to event. The sources are statistically identical and independent of each other. A famous example of the MIS is the wounded nucleon model [36] for A+A collisions . Two fluctuating extensive quantities X and N can be expressed as
where n j denotes the number of particles emitted from the j th source (j = 1, . . . , N S ), and
is the contribution from the j th source to the quantity X.
Overline notations will be used for the averages connected to a single source. The singlesource quantities are independent of N S and have the properties of intensive quantities. The single-source distribution F S (X S , n) is assumed to be statistically identical for all sources, thus, for all j = 1, . . . , N S it follows:
where X k S , n k , and X S n (for k = 1, 2) are the first and second moments of the distribution F S (X S , n) for a single source. The sources are assumed to be independent. This gives at i = j:
Using Eqs. (18) and (19) one finds for the event averages:
A probability distribution P S (N S ) of the number of sources is needed to calculate N S and
S and, in general, it is unknown. Using Eqs. (20) (21) (22) one obtains: 
where the relations x = X S /n = X / N , and the normalization factors (15) have been used.
Note that the terms with N 2 S , which are present in the expressions (20) (21) (22) for the second moments of X and N , are canceled out in the final expressions (25, 26) . From three second moments X 2 , N 2 , and X N only two linear combinations independent of N 2 S can be constructed. They are defined as the strongly intensive quantities ∆ and Σ. To remove the dependence on N S , the strongly intensive quantities should be in a form of reducible fractions. This is achieved due to the normalization factors (15) .
Only the first and second moments of X and N are required in order to define the strongly intensive quantities ∆ and Σ. However, in order to calculate the proposed normalization factors C Σ and C ∆ , additional information is needed, namely the second moment x 2 of single-particle distribution F (x). Note that the first moment x can be calculated as x = X / N , and thus to find it the single particle distribution F (x) is not necessarily needed.
The IPM and MIS have similar structure. The difference is that the number of sources N S in the MIS is replaced by the number of particles N in the IPM. Each source can produce many particles, and the number of these particles varies from source to source and from event to event. Besides, the physical quantity X S for particles emitted from the same source may include inter-particle correlations. Therefore, in general, the MIS does not satisfy the assumptions of the IPM. Nevertheless, a formal similarity between the two models can be exploited and gives the following rule of one to one correspondence: all results for the IPM can be found from the expressions obtained within the MIS, assuming artificially that each source always produces exactly one particle. In this case one finds
and Eqs. (25) (26) are transformed to Eq. (14) .
If particles are independently emitted from a single source, one obtains
with the probability distributions F S (x i ) which are the same for all i = 1, . . . , n and independent of the number of particles n. Similar to Eqs. (10) and (11) one then finds:
and Eqs. (25) and (26) are again transformed to Eq. (14) . Therefore, the MIS with independent particle emission from each source is equivalent to the IPM.
Correlations of particles emitted from a single source can be of different origin. Let us consider the case when all single-particle distributions F S (x) in Eq. (28) are dependent on the source parameter T (e.g., the source temperature) which fluctuates, and these T -fluctuations are independent for each source. The F S (X S , n) distribution for a single source can be then presented as
Note that presentation (30) means the absence of correlations between particle momenta x j and multiplicity n, but correlations between x i and x j appear due to the T fluctuations. The multi-particle distribution (30) may look as a simple product of the one-particle distributions.
However, the single particle distributions are not independent due to integration over T . With distribution (30) one calculates
Using Eq. (31) one can simplify further Eq. (26) . Finally, it gives:
III. FAST GENERATORS AND ANALYTICAL RESULTS
We consider the Boltzmann transverse momentum (p ≡ p T ) distribution
where constant C is defined by the normalization condition and C
The particle mass m in the MC simulations is taken as the pion mass m = m π ∼ = 140 MeV, T is the effective temperature or simply an inverse slope parameter controlled by the actual freeze-out temperature and the collective transverse flow velocity. The moments (k = 1, 2) of the f (p, T ) probability distributions (33) are denoted as
In the presence of e-by-e temperature fluctuations, the inclusive transverse momentum distributions reads
where W (T ) is the temperature probability distribution normalized to one. The moments (k = 1, 2) of the f (p) probability distribution (35) are denoted as
In the case of massless particles m = 0 distribution (33) is reduced to a simple exponential form and one can easily computẽ
where (k = 1, 2)
Note that in the MC simulations the particle transverse momenta are generated with the p- 
A. Fixed Temperature
The first set of the MC simulations refers to particle production from sources with fixed temperature. For each source in a given event the number of particles was generated from the Poisson distribution with a mean value of 5. The particle transverse momentum was generated 
B. Source Temperature Fluctuations
In the next set of simulations, the number of particles produced by each single source is again selected from the Poisson distribution with a mean value of n = 5. The particle transverse momentum is generated by the transverse momentum distribution (33) with average inverse slope parameter T = 150 MeV. The T parameter is generated separately for each single source (source-by-source T fluctuations) from the Gaussian distribution The distribution function of a single source has the form of Eq. (30) with F S (x, T ) function taken as f (p, T ). This leads to the result (P ≡ P T ) (32) For P S and P 2 S one obtains:
Calculating ω[P S ] from Eqs. (41,42) and inserting it into Eq. (32) one obtains:
One can easily prove that
When temperature fluctuations are absent, relation (45) is transformed top 2 − p 2 = 0, and Eq. (44) is reduced to Eq. (14) . The same happens when P S (n) = 0 for all n ≥ 2, and, thus,
. This is intuitively clear: the MIS is reduced to the IPM if each source can
emit only one or zero number of particles.
In Fig. 2 
the results of the MC simulations are compared with analytical results of Eq. (44).
The solid line corresponds to the distribution (33) and Gaussian temperature fluctuations (39) .
In this case one finds:
The P S (n) Poisson distribution for a single source corresponds to n = 5 and ω[n] = 1, therefore,
As seen in Fig. 2 , this is in a good agreement with the results of the MC simulations.
For massless particles the quantities in Eq. (47) can be calculated analytically
With Eqs. (49,50) one finds at σ T = 25 MeV, whereas the (b) panel presents the dependence on σ T at N S = 100. In Fig. 3 (b) in order to avoid negative T values only events within T = 150 ± 3σ T MeV were accepted.
We also would like to mention here that the relationship between temperature and multiplicity (or volume) fluctuations was studied in Refs. [37, 38] .
Due to the correlated T -fluctuations for different sources, the sources are not independent of each other. Therefore, these MC simulations do not correspond to the MIS. One can never- The dependence on σ T at fixed N S = 100 (here for calculating dashed line the obtained σ T values were used; due to the limited range of T distribution they are slightly smaller than the assumed ones).
theless use the formula from the previous subsection with the following substitutions:
i.e. all final particles are treated as created from a "single source" with fluctuating temperature
T . Note that the parameter T becomes an event variable with average value T = T = 150 MeV and distribution (39) . This gives:
The MC results on global temperature fluctuations are compared to analytical predictions of Eq. (53). The solid lines in Fig. 3 
This results in a linear increase of (53) with N S .
For m = 0 in the distribution (33) , similarly to Eq. (51), one obtains
where Eq. (54) has been already used. This is shown in Fig. 3 by dashed lines.
As expected from Eq. (53), the fluctuation measures ∆[P T , N ] and Σ[P T , N ]) increase when
global temperature fluctuations are stronger (higher σ T ). This is explicitly seen from Eq. (55) for m = 0. The same conclusion was drawn in Ref. [25] , where the influence of temperature fluctuations on transverse momentum fluctuations was studied for the Φ p T measure [9] (see also
Ref. [7] for the corresponding plot).
IV. TEMPERATURE CORRELATIONS VERSUS NUMBER OF PARTICLES
The results of fast generators in the previous section showed the same behavior and mag- N correlation suggested in Ref. [9] , where M (p T ) is the event mean single-particle transverse momentum and N is the particle multiplicity. In Fig. 4 (a) the assumed multiplicity distribution is presented as red triangles (those values correspond to the accepted multiplicities at forward rapidities in p + p collisions at the beam energy 158 GeV [11] ). As seen, the generated multiplicity distribution (gray histogram) coincides with the assumed one. For each event, particle momenta are generated from transverse momentum distribution (33) with T taken as
, where M (p T ) N is dependent on generated multiplicity N as shown in Fig. 4 (b) by the red triangles [11] . The range of p T generation is from zero to 2 GeV/c. In is only approximately equal to 2 T . It was, however, verified by an independent analysis that when using f (p, T ) = C p exp(−p/T ) distribution, for which the mean transverse momentum equals exactly 2 T , red and gray points coincide. For the simulation presented in Fig. 4 the values of fluctuation measures obtained for 500 000 generated events are:
Particle production considered in this section corresponds to the distribution
where f N (p) = f (p, T N ) with f (p, T N ) given by Eq. (33), but with the parameter T depending now on the particle multiplicity, T N = T (N ). The moments of single particle distributions at fixed N are then equal to
The moments of single particle spectrum averaged over N are
and
With distribution (57) one finds: 
This gives:
Finally,
where Y N ≡ (p) N /p . Calculating numerically (65) and (66) To make further analytical calculations several simplifying assumptions will be adopted.
First, it will be assumed that produced particles are massless. For m = 0 in the distribution
2 N , and
Second, a parametrization for the multiplicity dependent temperature
proposed in Ref. [29] will be adopted. This formula, with small positive dimensionless parameter θ, is approximately valid for the data in p + p collisions at SPS energy presented in Fig. 4 (b) .
Using the value of N = 1.4 (found from the data in Fig. 4 (a) ) the values of
are fixed from fitting the data in Fig. 4 (b) . The correlation of the inverse slope ('temperature') parameter T N versus N in a form of Eq. (69) with θ > 0 is probably of simple kinematic origin: when the multiplicity of produced particles increases at fixed collision energy, there is less and less energy to be transformed to transverse momenta of produced particles. As a result, the average transverse momentum per particle decreases when N grows. However, in A+A collisions the contribution of the transverse collective flow to particle transverse momenta becomes important. This collective flow, in its turn, increases with the number of produced particles. Therefore, a correlation between T N and N in a form (69), but with θ < 0, may be expected.
For further calculations we make the third simplification assuming the Poisson shape for P(N ) distribution. In this case one obtains
and Eqs. (67) and (68) are transformed to
This gives
where the second and higher powers of θ have been neglected and N 1 is assumed (this is our fourth and the last simplification). For Σ[P, N ] (66) one obtains
where Eqs. (71) and (72) have been used at the last step in Eq. (75).
The ∆[P, N ] (65) is calculated as
With θ = 0.04 (70) one obtains from Eqs. (75) and (76):
The results of our approximate analytical calculations (77) may be compared with the full MC calculations (56).
Note that the correlation (69) between T N and N leads to the additional term to Σ (75) proportional to θ 2 , whereas ∆ (76) includes a linear θ-term. Therefore, the ∆[P, N ] measure is much more sensitive to the correlations (69) between T N and N than Σ[P, N ]: the linear θ contribution is essentially larger than θ 2 one, as θ 1. Besides, it is sensitive to a sign of θ.
Therefore, both suppression (at θ > 0) and enhancement (at θ < 0) effects for ∆[P, N ] may be observed.
V. MODEL EXAMPLES A. Quantum Gases
The strongly intensive fluctuation measures ∆[P T , N ] and Σ[P T , N ] have been recently studied in Ref. [34] for the ideal Bose and Fermi gases within the grand canonical ensemble. As it was already noted in Ref. [33] , the Boltzmann approximation satisfies the conditions of the IPM, i.e. Eq. (14) is valid. Quantum statistics introduces particle correlations and the following general relations have been found [34] : 
B. UrQMD
In this subsection we discuss the UrQMD [39] results. In Ref. and we call it acceptance losses. On the other hand, even in this accepted kinematic region we still may have efficiency losses due to track reconstruction problems (including problems with ionization energy loss, dE/dx, reconstruction).
The UrQMD results for negatively charged particles in Pb+Pb collisions at E lab = 20A GeV for the full 4π acceptance and for the particles accepted only in the center of mass rapidity interval 1 < y π < 2 are shown in Fig. 5 We hope that the results obtained in this paper will be helpful to elucidate the properties of ∆[P T , N ] and Σ[P T , N ] measures.
